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Many reasons for failure in Harness Racing
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
Are we all hypocrites?
How is it there are those that are sure they
know exactly why horses perform badly despite
having the education to understand the multitude of possibilities?
It didn’t take the haters more than a few
seconds to easily digest the loss of Springsteen
(as opposed to the impressive performances of
Lost In Time and Stay Hungry) in the Governor’s Cup final.
“D-Barn.”
Detention was the simple answer put forth
with 100 percent certainty by some to what
ended Springsteen’s brief winning streak. No
mention of the increased competition within
the race or of the trip and the pace that helped
determine the outcome.
Sure, we all want simple answers and at the
moment that was in fact the simplest.
Goldsmith Maid victor Plunge Blue Chip
went virtually undefeated during her 2-yearold season. Trainer-driver and part-owner
Ake Svanstedt told me prior to the race that
his filly was “sick” and thus the reason for her
lone defeat in the New York Sire Stakes final at
Yonkers in October. I didn’t question or suggest
to Svanstedt that maybe the detention barn, in
place for all New York Sire Stakes finalists, was
the cause of Plunge Blue Chip’s sudden form
reversal.
Yet we find ourselves in the midst of intense
hypocrisy when it comes to assessing the

villains we have cast stones against.
Jim King Jr., the trainer of Nike Franco N,
tried to couch the situation as best as possible
when discussing his mare’s effort in the $25,000
TVG Mares Pace on November 18 versus what
he expected to see in the final. King told me that
Nike Franco N just doesn’t seem to be able to
race hard week-in and week-out and that she
generally puts in her best performances after
easy races.
Then there was Jimmy Takter, the Hall of
Fame trainer currently mulling a future retirement date in 2019. Takter spoke on Saturday
about Lost In Time, a horse that drew post 10
in his elimination race a week earlier at The
Meadowlands and was given as unaggressive
a steer as humanly possible. This was in fact
the Metro champion “training-up” to a big
mile with the public’s money invested (Takter
did mention in the track’s program comments
that his horse “would need the race for sure.”).
Takter recognized what others had in that the
betting race wasn’t nearly as important as the
Governor’s Cup final this past Saturday. The
incredible difference between Lost In Time’s
elimination performance and rock solid effort
in the final apparently caught none of the critics by surprise as they poured it on Springsteen’s followers yet showed no sympathy for the
poor souls that wagered on Lost In Time foolishly the week before.
What apparently has become lost in time to
those witnessing what we attempt to put forth
as competitive races is that in as much as we try
to point the finger at the alleged guilty parties,
very often our own systems have brought us
down. The non-competitive elimination races
where we mysteriously try to eliminate one or
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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two horses from a group of 10 doesn’t deserve
to be put on public display. How can we pretend
it is fine that we give license to owners, trainers and drivers to publicly stiff horses in these
races? How is it more acceptable than quickly
pulling the trigger and thinking our game is
cured by disposing of the Allards and Bancas
of the world?
It is impossible to fathom that anyone could
have thought Lady Shadow’s dismal performance in the TVG Mares final had anything
to do with detention or added testing when it
was a blatant fact that she looked awful on the
racetrack prior to the race, not nearly as sound
as she’s looked in the past. That someone
could willingly ignore Lady Shadow’s uninspiring performance a week earlier is even
more shocking. But again, to some the simple
answer is all that matters and it was much
easier to credit the detention or the testing as
opposed to pretend there are more reasons for
failure in this business than success.
Thankfully, since we’re in that season, we
can look forward to the promise of next year’s
top 3-year-old performers and wish them all

an uneventful vacation from the racing wars
and perhaps stardom in 2018.
In speaking with Jim King Jr., he revealed
that it was unlikely that Nike Franco N or
Christen Me N would be nominating or racing
in the Matchmaker or Levy Series races in the
spring at Yonkers.
“I just don’t think he’s the type of horse
that can do it six straight weeks,” said King of
Christen Me N. The trainer was still lamenting a nose loss at Yonkers in an Open event
in September that could have gotten the $2
million winner invited into the $250,000 Open
on International Trot day.
“I think there’s a reason he’s only had
around 75 starts in his career,” said King Jr. of
the soon-to-be 10-year-old’s lifetime number of
races. Essentially King wants to treat Christen Me N in a different manner in 2018 and
hopefully have him at his best when it counts.
“We’re going to try to pick out a few races we
want to have him ready for,” said King Jr. “I
think that’s the way he’ll race his best.”
While Nike Franco N will likely race more
often, King believes a similar strategy is
necessary for her to keep her in peak condition through the long season.

While on the subject of next year’s stars,
trainer and part-owner Tony Alagna had to
be pleased with the performance of American History in his first real encounter against
the best juveniles, a third-place finish in the
Governor’s Cup.
“We’ve liked him all along,” said Alagna
before the race. “We had his dam when I was
with Erv Miller,” Alagna recalled from 2008.
“She won a qualifier in (1:)53 and change at
Lexington.”
Since then Alagna has been following
Perfect Touch’s foals and it took some time to
find the right one. “Her first three foals were
train wrecks,” said Alagna of the collective
that brought under $40,000 together before
American History was garnered for $150,000
at last year’s Lexington Selected sale. “We’ve
always loved this family.”
American History had a hard time settling
behind Lost In Time during the middle half
and that may have taken some of the pop out
of him while looking for room in the stretch
of the Governor’s Cup. The son of American
Ideal will likely be fresh and ready for a solid
sophomore season.

One last battle in Progress Pace for Downbytheseaside, ‘Dragon’
By Jay Bergman
All good things come to an end and for
trainer Brian Brown it’s the stake season that
closes out with his pair of millionaires vying
for the last significant event on Thursday. The
$308,060 Hap Hansen Progress Pace at Dover
Downs will be the swansong for Downbytheseaside when he faces arch rival and stablemate Fear The Dragon as well as six others
in a race likely to decide the divisional champion.
Downbytheseaside has won four of his last
five starts, missing out with a second-place
finish in the Breeders Crown.
“I’d say he’s as good now as he’s been all
year,” said Brian Brown of the son of Somebeachsomewhere. “He raced great in the
Northfield Race (Milstein) and then we had
those liver issues that set him back.”
A career winner of $2.025 million, Downbytheseaside has won his last two starts impressively at Dover Downs and will retain driver
Chris Page, who hopped aboard following the
Crown defeat and has followed the colt east.
“Chris has done a great job with him,” said
Brown. “Brian (Sears) had some excellent
races too.”
It was Page who apparently woke Downbytheseaside up a bit in the Monument Circle a
week after the Breeders Crown. “I think he
likes it when he gets raced more aggressively,”
Brown said, referring to the Monument Circle
fractions that had Downbytheseaside down by
the three quarters in 1:20 2/5, more than four
seconds faster than he clocked a week earlier
in the Crown defeat. “We changed from flip
flops to aluminums and that made a huge
difference,” said Brown.

Trainer Brian Brown.

Derick Giwner

Downbytheseaside drew post two in the
Hansen in search of his 14th win of the season
and 22nd lifetime.
“It’s tough letting him go,” said Brown. “But
there is just so much interest in this horse as
a stallion.” Indeed, bookings are going fast for
the well-bred colt that brings an exceptional
bloodline to the Buckeye State.
Fear The Dragon could have called it quits
after a disappointing outing in the Breeders
Crown elimination but following a solid qualifier on November 9 at Dayton it was decided
to supplement the son of Dragon Again to the
Hansen. “He was so good qualifying that we
thought he deserved a chance,” said Brown of
the $25,000 fee.
Last week Fear The Dragon was a bridesmaid to his stablemate in the sole elimination
heat. The three length gap between the two
was most definitely noticeable at the wire, but
neither Brown nor driver David Miller was all

that disappointed.
“David told me he was surprised how good
Dragon was,” said Brown. “You know he had
to make a vicious move into the wind and they
were going some big fractions.”
The race could in fact set up Fear The
Dragon for a major effort on Thursday should
he improve even slightly.
Fear The Dragon, a winner in 17 of 28 lifetime starts, has banked over $1.5 million
during his two-year career and as of Monday
trainer Brown did not know what will be next
for the son of Dragon Again.
“Honestly I don’t even know if it’s 50-50 or
40-60 whether he will race or go to stud next
year,” said Brown. The reality is that options
are on the table and while Brown would prefer
to see his warrior race again as a 4-year-old,
the colt has done enough to earn respect
and certainly followers in the breeding shed
should that prove to be the next step.
Brown’s next stop will be Florida for winter
training and the conditioner sounded more
than excited at the prospects for the return
of Done Well to the racetrack. “He’s looking
good,” said Brown. “If all goes well he should
ship to Florida and could be back on the track
by next Monday.”
Done Well went undefeated in four starts
this year as a 2-year-old for Brown and
certainly showed as much if not more than
either Downbytheseaside or Fear The Dragon
had early in their 2-year-old seasons in 2016.
The son of Well Said posted a 1:51 2/5 mile in
just his second career start, a Pennsylvania
Sire Stakes at Harrah’s.
The Hap Hansen Progress goes as race 10 of
13 on the Dover Thursday program with first
post time at 4:30 p.m.

Welcome to the new world of stakes races for Harness racing
EDITOR’S EYE
By Derick Giwner
@DRFHarness
The stakes season is over. My mind is
now left to wander, recalling many passing
thoughts which could have become a column
during the year if more time was available.
Admittedly one of the crazier ideas evolved
from conversation during the Little Brown
Jug. In case you weren’t aware, the Jug
winner is no longer required to win two heats
to be crowned champion. The conditions now
call for eliminations and a final only contested
on the same day.
Gone are the thoughts from those in the
crowd and press box of a potential match
race between two to four horses for the title.
While the race still remains a classic where
fortitude and endurance is tested twice in
one day, we’ve lost that added lure of a special
treat, like extra innings in baseball or maybe
two fortunes in our fortune cookie. We’ve
conformed to the norm, which is no doubt in
the best interests of the horses but not necessarily the nostalgia of the race itself.
While I began following Harness Racing
in 1990, I really didn’t start paying attention
to the national stakes scene until the early
2000’s. Year after year I would watch the Jug
either via simulcast or in person waiting for
the one time where I could witness a race-off
between heat winners. While I could go back
and watch the replays, sadly I don’t have a
lasting memory of any because there hasn’t
been one since Astreos won the Jug in three
heats back in 2000. That’s right, I said 2000!
Tradition was killed off for something that
hadn’t occurred in over 15 years.
Why is any of this relevant? Well, there
would have been a race-off in 2017 between
first heat winner Fear The Dragon and
second heat winner Filibuster Hanover if the
conditions weren’t changed. I was there and
I missed my chance at a memory. And I’m
pissed . . . or maybe slightly saddened . . . lol.
Rather than rant on about what is already
in the history books, I’d like to look ahead to
the future and how to make not just the Little
Brown Jug but other elimination/final style
races better for the overall health of the sport.
Starting with the Jug, and as I admitted this

entice the stars of our sport to stick around.
Best of all, we’ve created a once or twice-in-alifetime race that will be a must-see event.
Moving away from the Jug, why can’t this
concept be adopted at other tracks? How about
the Meadowlands Pace since owner/operator
Jeff Gural loves the idea of horses returning
for their 4-year-old campaigns? Even though
the eliminations and finals are a week apart,
why not make it mandatory that a horse win
two heats to be crowned champion? Elimination races are instantly vital because if you
don’t win, you can’t be named champion until
the following year. So we immediately remove
any thoughts of taking it easy to “make the
final”.
Think of the rivalries that can be created if
a handful of the top races which use the elimination/final format where altered. Imagine
Fear The Dragon, Miso Fast and Downbytheseaside all having to return in 2018 to become
the Hempt champion on Sun Stakes night at
the Downs at Pocono while the current year’s
3-year-olds try to secure the same title without a race-off.
There is no doubt it is an unorthodox idea
to have stakes races where horses can’t be
declared the champion. Maybe winning
an elimination just makes you eligible to a
“bonus” race for next year? Eliminations are
contested, let’s say for the Meadowlands Pace,
and horses advance to the final as normal.
The winner of the final is crowned champion
but that horse along with any elimination
winners are automatically eligible for a raceoff the following year worth $250,000, with a
portion of that prize money coming out of the
purse of the final.
If we could get the North America Cup,
Hempt, Meadowlands Pace, Adios and Little
Brown Jug on board, 4-year-olds would have
the chance to compete against their peers in
small fields for a good purse five times. And
remember, these are winner-take-all races, so
they should be fun to watch and give an exceptional horse an opportunity to win plenty of
money outside of whatever regular stakes
schedule they may keep versus older foes.
I’m enough of a realist to know this idea will
likely fade away into the sunset. All I ask is to
spend 15 minutes contemplating what I wrote;
even if you don’t like the idea. Maybe there is
something buried inside my words that will
spur you a fresh concept of your own. There
is a game-changing idea out there somewhere.
We just need to extract it from our minds.

is outside the box thinking, if a different horse
wins each of the heats there is no Little Brown
Jug champion that year. So in 2017 Filibuster Hanover would not be recognized as the
winner of the Jug. Wait for it . . .
Both Filibuster Hanover and Fear The
Dragon would return in 2018 for a race-off to
determine the champion with a winner-takeall pot of $1,000,000. Now there is drama. A
year of anticipation for owners, trainers, drivers, fans as we await this showdown. And we
are creating a reason for star 3-year-olds to
bypass retirement for one more year of racing.
Plus the regular Jug Day card is supplemented
with this wondrously promotable event.
Here are the details as I see them:
• Elimination purses are reduced to $25,000
each.
• Second heat purse is now guaranteed at
$500,000.
• If a horse wins both heats they are the
champion
• If only one heat winner shows up the following year they must compete against a trackselected competitor. The Jug heat winner
will be eligible for $1,000,000 if they win. The
competitor will be guaranteed $250,000 with
a win.
Before proceeding, let’s address where the
extra money is coming from to pay for the
purses. The Jug paid out just shy of $600,000 in
2017 so the elimination and second heats are
accounted for already. I say this without any
direct knowledge of cost, but it seems reasonable that the purse for a potential final the
following year can be insured with a smaller
payment amount. We went 16 years without
a race-off being necessary. I’m sure some
company would take a chance with a $100,000
payment every year in exchange for guaranteeing $1,000,000 if a final heat was required.
My second thought for coming up with the
money is that the track has discussed having
a $1,000,000 purse for the Jug recently. If that
extra $400,000 exists, let’s put it aside and
delay my new conditions for two years. By
that time the track will have $1.2 million on
hand to fund the large prize. If the slush fund
reaches more than $2,000,000 (no race-off for
5 consecutive years), the extra $400,000 each
year moves into the second heat, making it
worth $900,000.
It’s that easy. We’ve restored that tradition of a race-off. We’ve potentially created
another reason for people to watch and attend
the Little Brown Jug. We’ve found a way to
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner

Multiple placement
discounts available

From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian
and top pacing events like the North America
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Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.
Huntsville may have a way to go before being
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Eliminating the disconnect between
track management, horsemen
AT THE TRACK
By Darin Zoccali
@AtTheTrack7
It is no secret that horsemen and racetrack management have completely different
approaches and outlooks when it comes to the
harness racing industry. I learned this quickly
during my time as Director of Racing Operations at The Meadowlands. However, over the
past several weeks, the differences between the
two have reached levels that I had not seen.
While working with horsemen to try and do
what was in the best interest of all parties, I
was exposed to two different viewpoints that
stemmed from very smart people, none moreso from the horsemen side than Leo McNamarra. Leo knew so much about racetrack
operations, I drew the conclusion that horsemen representatives were in communication
with their members and a lot of this information was common knowledge. In the past
several weeks I learned that this was simply
not the case.
In an exchange related to the significance
of The Meadowlands as it pertained to the
general health of the harness racing industry,
one horseman asked the following question:
“I think you are overestimating the importance of The Meadowlands . . . I don’t see how
the Meadowlands being open or closed affects
any other tracks beyond peripherally. Does
the Meadowlands being open make racing in
Ohio healthier?”
He later added:
“I didn’t realize that The Meadowlands
split what they earned in handle with other
tracks.”
This exchange opened my eyes to the fact
that there are horsemen who don’t understand the simulcast system. They don’t understand that their home track makes money
on the importing of signals and that revenue
from the importing of those signals goes to
their own purses.
How could that be? Well, it’s actually rather
simple. Due to the fact that there are casinos
all over the country funding purses, horsemen don’t even realize that the importing of
signals via simulcast does that as well. The
casino is the gravy train, so who needs the
money from The Meadowlands signal?
Imagine this topic being discussed 25 years
ago. Envision a horseperson taking the point of
view that it didn’t matter to anyone in harness
racing outside The Meadowlands whether or
not The Meadowlands is open or closed.
The Meadowlands is responsible for approximately $225 Million in handle each year, or
more than 15% of the total handle in harness
racing, while running approximately 2% of
the total races in harness racing. That $225
Million includes over $200 Million in export

handle (money bet on The Meadowlands at
ADW’s, OTW’s and other racetracks). Of that
$200 Million, it produces over $4 Million in
purses for The Meadowlands and upwards of
$12 Million in purses for other racetracks who
take their signal in North America. Not to
mention a similar amount that helps fund the
operations at racetracks around the continent
as well. All-in, we are talking about over $30
Million in revenue for operations and purses
all over North America.
Admittedly, racetracks are concerned first
and foremost about their bottom line and the
long-term health of the industry, as it needs
to be adequate to ensure their survival. Why
should a horseperson care about or even
know about these things when hundreds of
millions of dollars are pouring into purse
accounts from slot machines? I knew there
was a disconnect, but I did not realize it was
this vast.
I am not insulting horsemen, nor am I
saying that I would be any different if I were
one, but there clearly needs to be improved
communication from horsemen’s representatives to their members. A horseperson has to,
at the very least, know that handle from the
importing of signals helps pay their purses. If
they don’t know this, how could they possibly
understand the significance of The Meadowlands signal and what it means for them?
It surprised me to learn all of this, because
I wonder, where did this particular horseman
think purses for races came from before casinos at racetracks existed? I am certainly not
implying that all horsemen fit into this group
of uninformed, but even one is too many.
How do we fix this? While I think the
responsibility lies with horsemen’s representatives to inform their members, either
through meetings, or monthly updates that
include this kind of information, perhaps
the racetracks could assist as well. Maybe a
monthly update that shows, “we imported ‘x’
amount of handle via simulcasting and that
handle yielded ‘y’ for the purses for our races.
Perhaps this would help bridge the communication gap between the two entities.
Admittedly, the amount that handle
produces for purses will pale in comparison to what the casinos are contributing.
But perhaps opening up eyes of horsemen
to exactly what that difference is will bring
awareness and concern to the notion of,
“What do we do if/when these casinos no
longer have to contribute to our purses? Can
we survive?” That could lead to a conversation that broaches the topic of putting money
away for a rainy day. Taking 5% of the money
accrued from the casino for purses and
putting it towards the future.
Being informed is good and a horseman
should know everything a racetrack operator knows. If we build off this notion, we can
bridge the gap and create a well-needed cohesion between the two groups and that would
lead to improving the future of the industry.

Asked
& Answered
By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast

We need a rivalry
When was the last time that Harness
Racing had a good ole fashioned rivalry?
I mean truly something that will drive
people to watch, debate and absorb any
content swirling around that rivalry.
I spent the entire weekend, like most
people, watching college football showcase their rivalries. Ohio State vs Michigan, Bama/Auburn, USF/UCF, and
more. The NCAA, ESPN, FOX and CBS
have made a fortune bringing you these
games and all of the shows dedicated to
each game. So why can’t we do the same?
We should create rivalries, which force
people to choose sides, which initiates
debate, which results in content, which
creates interaction, which spawns pride,
which generates MONEY. See where
I’m going with this? In the end, we can
generate more revenue into the industry
by manufacturing rivalries. Yeah, I said
it, MANUFACTURING.
Fake it, who is going to know the
difference? It’s called acting and writing. Most sports do it already. They take
something that exists organically and
push it deeper.
We already have a rivalry that could be
played up, directed, written and pushed
into a new area that could be a content
machine for everyone! Faraldo vs. Gural,
Joe vs. Jeff, The Lawyer vs. The Boss,
Yonkers vs Meadowlands. Whatever side
you are on, whenever an article, social
media post or discussion gets posted on
this rivalry, you’re going to read it. I’d be
willing to bet that it is one of the hottest
topics and gets the most views on any
website. EVERYONE has an opinion on
what’s happened in this rivalry.
Now imagine if we had a writing
team and a director working with both
parties to push this rivalry to the limit.
Both know that the end results in more
money, attention and exposure for the
entire sport. Isn’t more money, attention
and exposure the ultimate goal for both
Faraldo and Gural anyway? Isn’t the
whole reason that they are in their positions is because they love harness racing
and want to see it thrive into the future?
Well here’s your chance to actually
help the sport by creating some original content. Turn your rivalry up a few
notches, get a little dirty, have some fun
while you’re at it too! Realize that everything you do is a content goldmine for
harness racing and we need more of it.
Get in there boys and do your part to
save harness racing.

Closing out stakes season at The Meadowlands
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Hannelore Hanover cruised home in the TVG Mare Trot to complete a 10-win season
with $1,049,129 earned. Will she win Horse of the Year?

The connections of What The Hill are thrilled after he beat his elders in the TVG Trot.

Trainer Marcus Melander shares a moment with now winter book Hambletonian
favorite Fourth Dimension after his Valley Victory win at The Meadowlands.

Bedroomconfessions
to be bred to
Captaintreacherous
Alagna
and
Riverview
racing
announced on Thursday that millionaire pacing mare Bedroomconfessions
has been retired.
“We thoroughly enjoyed racing her
but very much look forward to her new
role as a productive broodmare,” said
Myron Bell of Riverview Racing. “We’d
like to thank all of the catch-drivers and
everyone that rooted her on during the
last four years.”
Bedroomconfessions retires with a
79-20-23-11 career record and earnings of
$1,001,441. She went out on the top of her
game, recording second-place finishes in
both the Breeders Crown and TVG Mare
Pace finals.
Bedroomconfessions is the first foal
from Turnoffthelights by American
Ideal. “We bought Turnoffthelights as
a yearling for $20,000 eight years ago.
We bred her at age 3 to get an American
Ideal filly. Bedroomconfessions was her
first foal,” said Bell.
Bedroomconfessions will be bred to
Captaintreacherous in 2018.

Top drivers commit
to The Meadowlands
on Saturdays
A couple of weeks after a mandatory
meeting at The Meadowlands where
owner Jeff Gural asked the top drivers
to remain loyal to the track on Fridays
and Saturdays throughout the winter,
attendance will be sporadic at least on
the first weekend of December.
Yannick Gingras and Corey Callahan are both carded on this Saturday’s
program, which each driver confirmed
will be the norm for them through the
winter months. Tim Tetrick won’t be
driving this weekend but said he had
prior plans and as of now expects to race
in East Rutherford during most weekends. David Miller is not listed but is
expected to take his usual Florida vacation and return sometime in 2018.
Via email, Gural said that the drivers told him they wanted to take it easy
and spend time with family. He agreed
to card most of the better races on Saturday nights to accomodate them and have
the best product possible on the biggest
handle night of the week.
The Meadowlands will race Thursdays through Saturdays during December and revert to just Fridays and Saturdays in 2018 through August 4.

